on combinatorial and even topological properties of A. More recently G. Ziegler in [40] and M. Yoshinaga in [38] utilized the module of logarithmic vector fields with multiplicity on a multiarrangement 1 , written as D(A, m), to generate breakthroughs in Orlik's conjecture and Edelman and Reiner's conjecture respectively. When D(A, m) is a free S-module, then (A, m) is called a free multiarrangement and the polynomial degrees of a set of homogeneous generators of D(A, m), called the exponents of (A, m), are of central importance in arrangement theory. If dim V = 2 then D(A, m) is always a free S-module, but its exponents were unknown. The following theorem is the main theorem of the applicants Ph.D. dissertation and his first result (see [34] or [36] ). After proving his famous Factorization Theorem for free arrangements (see [31] ), H. Terao conjectured that the freeness of A depends only on the intersection lattice. This conjecture is one of the oldest and most fundamental conjectures in the field of hyperplane arrangements which is unknown even in dimension three. Much of the applicants research to this day has has been motivated by this conjecture. At the moment the best known result concerning Terao's conjecture (found in [34] or [36] ) can be proved using a combination of Theorem 2.1 with combinatorial arguments. Corollary 2.2 Terao's conjecture holds for arrangements of hyperplanes in dimension three of size less than eleven.
One of the most fundamental invariants of an arrangement of hyperplanes is its characteristic polynomial. This polynomial is a combinatorial invariant defined by Möbius functions on the arrangements intersection lattice. However, there was no such notion for a multiarrangement of hyperplanes. In joint work with T. Abe and H. Terao, the applicant defined the characteristic polynomial for any multiarrangement and denoted it by χ((A, m), t) (see [3] ). Although this generalized polynomial is much more subtly controlled by algebraic data the generalization of Terao's Factorization Theorem to multiarrangements still holds.
Theorem 2.3
If (A, m) is a free multiarrangement in dimension with exp(A, m) = (e 1 , . . . , e ), then
The next goal was to have a nice way to construct free multiarrangements. In [4] the applicant, T. Abe, and H. Terao created an extremely effective construction method called the addition-deletion theorem for multiarrangements. Let (A, m) be a multiarrangement in dimension ≥ 2 and fix a hyperplane H 0 ∈ A. Then the deletion of (A, m) by H 0 is (A , m ) which is the same as (A, m) except the multiplicity of H 0 is decreased one. However, the restriction (A , m ) allows for nearly any definition of m . The key to the addition-deletion theorem was choosing a very delicate definition for m which was called the Euler multiplicity because of its relationship to the Euler vector field. Now, we can state the addition-deletion theorem for multiarrangements as found in [4] . Theorem 2.4 can be used to prove large classes of multiarrangements are free. For example, if the underlying arrangement A is supersolvable and the multiplicity function m satisfies some inequalities, then the multiarrangement (A, m) is free. However even for some simple and important fixed line and point arrangements in CP 2 and CP 1 respectively it is not known which multiplicities on the lines or points yield free multiarrangements. For example a great amount of work has been done on understanding free multiplicities on the reflection arrangement B 2 in [5] , [1] , and [2] but still not all of the free multiplicities are known. Even the case for the rank three braid arrangement A 3 (pictured in Figure 2 ) is unknown: Problem 2.5 Classify all the free multiplicities on the rank three braid arrangement.
Another route towards understanding Terao's conjecture is to study how the module of derivations behaves on moduli spaces of arrangements. Moduli spaces have been a central topic in modern algebraic geometry. The literature on moduli spaces M g of smooth curves of genus g and the moduli spaces of schemes with a fixed Hilbert polynomial is vast. One explanation is that the geometry of the moduli space is a more tractable problem than classifying the 'objects' of the moduli space. And understanding this geometry of the moduli space suggests a flavor of the classification. Loosely speaking, a moduli space is a parametrization of a set of objects by some fixed geometric set together with an optional equivalence (see [14] or [19] for a general reference). For example, let H(1, 3) be the moduli space of sets of three points in the projective line with the equivalence relation defined by projective linear transformations. Then H(1, 3) is isomorphic to a point since for any three points in the projective line there exists a projective linear transformation sending these three points to the points 0, 1, and ∞. This is a simple example of a moduli space of three point arrangements in CP 1 . However in higher dimensions and with more combinatorial restrictions the moduli spaces can become much more difficult. Given the great amount of work towards other similar moduli space problems it is somewhat surprising that the only work on moduli spaces of arrangements, for example in [18] , concerns those of generic hyperplane arrangements (where all the hyperplanes intersect transversely, e.g. Figure  3 is a generic arrangement of 5 lines in the projective plane). On the other hand free arrangements and other symmetric arrangements are far from being generic. When one forces the intersection lattice (equivalently the matroid) to have many dependencies (i.e. when many lines intersect in a point or hyperplanes intersect in a pencil) then the moduli space becomes more difficult because determinant conditions can overlap. However many examples suggest that for arrangements that could possibly be counterexamples to Terao's conjecture, by using Theorem 2.1, that the moduli space quotiented by the symmetric group is a point. For example, let M be the moduli space of arrangements whose lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of the braid arrangement A 3 . Once M is quotiented by projective linear transformations it is isomorphic to a point. If this computation can be generalized to more arrangements or higher dimensions then the result would be significant evidence for Terao's conjecture (that the freeness of the module of logarithmic vector fields over the polynomial ring is a combinatorial property).
Problem 2.6 Find combinatorial conditions for which the moduli space of a simple matroid is zero dimensional.
Any arrangement A as a set or variety is defined by a polynomial, up to multiplication by a non-zero constant, that is the product of the linear forms defining each hyperplane. The Jacobian ideal J(A) is the ideal in the polynomial ring generated by all partial derivatives of the arrangement's defining polynomial. This ideal is a fundamental object in arrangement theory because it defines the arrangement's singular locus which is also the intersection set of the arrangement. Also one of H. Terao's fundamental results is that an arrangement A is free if and only if S/J(A) is Cohen-Macaulay (see [30] , here S is the ambient polynomial ring). However, other than Terao's theorem and recent work by H. Schenck in [26] and [27] , there has been very little exclusive study of this Jacobian ideal.
In joint work with M. Yoshinaga (see [35] ), the Jacobian ideal is the central character of the study. For any invariant of a hyperplane arrangement, one of the most fundamental questions is how much information of the arrangement the invariant holds. In this case, the Jacobian ideal contains all the information of the arrangement. It turns out that this is a slightly stronger result than that of the classical reconstruction theorems of a hypersurface from the Jacobian ideal as studied by P. Griffiths et al in [11] or R. Donagi in [13] . Using techniques in proving this theorem and the same spectral sequence to examine the special case when A is a generic arrangement in [12] there is explicit formula for the higher Ext modules of not only the module Ω 1 (A) but also that of high degree forms Ω p (A). However for other more complicated free arrangements the Ext modules for even the module of derivations is unknown and mysterious phenomenon has been observed. For example let A G be the graphic arrangement (the hyperplane ) is an edge of G) corresponding to the graph with the black edges G in Figure 4 . It turns out that Ext 3 (S/J(A), S) has an embedded prime but J(A) itself does not have any embedded primes. The very interesting insight here is that the complement of G, which is the red edges in Figure 4 , form a 6-cycle and cordless cycles correspond to non-free components of graphic arrangements (see [29] ). This leads one to question how the algebra of J(A) can be determined by the graph. The derivations module from above can also be studied on subspace arrangements. Suppose that I(A) is the defining ideal of the subspace arrangement. In [37] Wiens showed that if a subspace arrangement contains a subspace of codimension greater than one then D(A) is not free. This thwarted the study of the module of derivations on a subspace arrangement for many years. One aim of the applicants recent work with W. Traves in [33] is to properly generalize the definition of freeness to arbitrary subspace arrangements. We do this by considering the ideal I of minors of the coefficient matrix (θ j (x i )) of the generating set of D(A). Then, say that a subspace arrangement is derivation radical if the ideal I is radical. It turns out that we can classify which coordinate subspace arrangements are derivation radical by utilizing the combinatorial structure of coordinate arrangements. Theorem 3.4 Let A K be a coordinate arrangement and K its corresponding simplicial complex. Then A K is derivation radical if and only if K is a coning over a skeleton of a simplex.
Another example of derivation radical subspace arrangements is level truncations of the braid arrangement A e ll. However finding other derivation radical subspace arrangements can be difficult. Towards this aim the applicant investigated how the derivation radical property of level c truncations A(c) of hyperplane arrangement A related to freeness of the hyperplane arrangement. The following main theorem of [33] states that freeness is close but not enough of a restriction to force the truncated subspace arrangement to be derivation radical. This Theorem suggests that maybe understanding freeness about hyperplane arrangements can be detected by examining certain subspace arrangements, but at the moment it is unknown. Problem 3.6 Find a relationship between the freeness of an arrangement and the derivation radicalness of the subspace arrangements of intersections of the arrangement.
Some algebraic topology
The braid arrangement denoted here as A = {H ij } where H ij = {x i − x j = 0} is one of the most celebrated hyperplane arrangements. It turns out that a subspace arrangement defined by intersections of hyperplanes of the braid arrangement can be encoded by an edge colored hypergraph denoted here as (H, C). With Matthew Miller in [20] the applicant proved that the characteristic polynomial of this type of subspace arrangement χ(A (H,C) , t) is given by a generalized chromatic polynomial of the associated edge colored hypergraph χ(H, C, t). The discrete nature of these edge colored hypergraph arrangements allow one to study the topology of their complements over the complex numbers via combinatorial methods. The main result of [20] supplies a sufficient condition for the existence of non-trivial Massey products of the subspace arrangements complex complement. This is accomplished by studying a spectral sequence associated to the Lie coalgebras of Sinha and Walter in [28] . Theorem 4.2 Let A be an edge colored hypergraphic arrangement satisfying certain combinatorial symmetry conditions. If the cohomology class of a sum of overlapping edges except one vertex is non-zero then the complement of A admits a non-trivial Massey product.
Using properties of this same spectral sequence the applicant and M. Miller in [22] study the following specific type of subspace arrangement. Let n be a positive integer and let = 2n − 1. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n let X k be the subspace defined by
Define the subspace arrangement P n to be the collection {X 1 , . . . , X n }. We call these arrangements Pascal arrangements because their intersection lattices (modulo the trivial bottom element V ) have the shape of the top n rows of Pascal's triangle. For example, let n = 4 then = 7 and there are 4 subspaces X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , and X 4 . Figure 5 is a picture of the intersection lattice with the corresponding lattice element at each vertex. As one can see from the Hasse diagram the lattice will never be geometric for n ≥ 3. But one might believe that there would exist Massey products or that the complement would be far from formal. However, exactly the opposite is true and is the main theorem in [22] . Theorem 4.3 The complement of P n is rationally formal.
In computing the cohomology groups explicitly for Pascal arrangements the applicant found that the Betti numbers can be computed by a generalized Möbius function. These Betti numbers are unknown in general whereas for hyperplane arrangements they are given by the usual Möbius function. Using stratified Morse theory Goresky and MacPherson in [17] have shown that the Betti numbers of subspace complements can be calculated by the order complex of the arrangements intersection lattice. This technique will work to compute the Betti numbers but is extremely demanding even for the simple case of k-equal arrangements as done by Björner and Welker [8] .
To remedy this problem one can consider the labeled intersection lattice. This idea was exploited by Yuzvinsky in [39] in order to build a very convenient rational model for the complement. This is the model that allowed Fiechtner and Yuzvinsky in [16] to prove that all subspace arrangements with geometric intersection lattice are rationally formal. The applicant proposes to modify the Möbius function in a similar way. One must count all subspaces below the desired subspace in the intersection lattice but the codimension must be taken into account. The following is one proposed definition. 
This problem is open even for the class of k-equal arrangements (hypergraph arrangement where all possible k-edges are included). However this class has very unique symmetric properties and hence is suitable for using some invariant theory. In [21] M. Miller and the applicant create a classifying algebra, call it M, by taking limits of rational models of k-equal arrangement. M turns out to be a differential graded Hopf algebra with a very interesting product and coproduct. This shows that the cohomology of any k-equal arrangement is somewhat stable and can be understood by examining specific parts of M. Problem 4.6 Determine the rational homotopy type of the complement of a k-equal arrangement using the classifying Hopf algebra M.
Some error-correcting codes
In [7] the applicant and J. Berg studied efficiency formulas of evaluation codes on subspace arrangement defining ideals. Let V be a dimensional vector space over the finite field of q elements F q . Let A be an arrangement of subspaces in V and I(A) its defining ideal in the polynomial ring S = F q [x 1 , . . . , x ]. Let V (A) the set of points in the arrangement A and S j≥ be the set of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to j in S. The codes considered C(A, j) are defined as the image of the following map eval : S j≥ → F |V (A)| q where p th coordinate is eval(s) p = s(p) the evaluation of the polynomial s at p. Immediately the length of the codes C(A, j) is |V (A)| the size of the complement, which is a given by an evaluation of the characteristic polynomial. In general the minimum distance and even the dimension of these codes are extremely difficult to compute. However the main result in [7] gives explicit, yet complicated, formulae for the dimension and minimum distance of subspace arrangement codes where the arrangement is a coordinate arrangement corresponding to a skeleton of a simplicial complex. The natural question is:
Problem 5.1 Are there other classes of subspace arrangements where the minimum distance and dimension can be determined which are also maximum distance separable (i.e. very efficient codes).
